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ABSTRACT
Protests and civil unrest events carry high societal impact and are examples of complex interactions and
collective behavior. Agent-based modeling (ABM) is one approach to simulating emergent phenomena
seen in protests by leveraging individual behaviors derived from theory or observation. The utility of these
models is immense; however, techniques for understanding the theoretical consonance of these complex
aggregate behaviors is missing. For example, protest dynamics can range from small-scale, more frequent
protests to nation-wide events that can last several days. This work focuses on characterizing the duration
between population level shifts from protest and non-protest states using a characteristic, stylized, network
model of individual interactions. The model encodes the population (macro-)level protest states as a wellknown phase transition (double-well potential function) dependent on individual (micro-)level interaction
characteristics. The model is fit to the ABM in distribution and the process of rioting is captured by a
reduced set of parameters.
Keywords: protests, agent-based modeling, model reduction, model characterization.
1

INTRODUCTION

Protests are examples of collective behavior in a population bringing widespread attention to particular
causes or issues (Casper and Tyson 2014, Fowler and Christakis 2010, González-Bailón et al. 2011). It
is one example of dynamics that are described by complex, multi-scale processes (e.g., West and Grigolini
2011) having similarities to weather (Lorenz 1963), financial (Mandelbrot and Hudson 2006), and neurophysiological modeling (Nicolelis 2012). Individual interactions on a micro-level result in observed macrolevel effects or phase transitions. From a network structure perspective, one potential source of complexity
in protest formation is the impact on spreading phenomena by the structure of social networks (Pires and
Crooks 2017).
The interplay between individual dynamics and population-level observables is seen in a number of ways.
Spatial effects over social networks on global civil unrest are explicitly discussed by (Braha 2012). Clauset,
Young, and Gleditsch (2007) analyze the occurrence rate of severe terrorist events through the lens of a
power law distribution. Similarly, Johnson et al. (2013) show how the timing of human confrontations,
including civil-unrest, follow a power law distribution.
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Capturing these dynamics in a model that is useful, replicable, and reproducible is not a trivial undertaking.
Modeling techniques, such as agent-based modeling (ABMs), take a ground-up approach by modeling the
micro-scale interactions that are then observed at macro-level (population level) scales (e.g., Bhavnani,
Findley, and Kuklinski 2009, Epstein 2002, Jager, Popping, and Van de Sande 2001, Kim and Hanneman
2011, Torrens and McDaniel 2013, Wijermans, Jorna, Jager, van Vliet, and Adang 2013). In this paper,
we consider a model that simulates rioting in an informal settlement in Kenya that outputs the number of
rioting members of a population in one minute increments (Pires and Crooks 2017). The model itself is
rooted in numerous assumptions of theoretical social connections and influence of individuals. However,
the emergent population level effects - the number of protesters over time - are more difficult to compare in
terms of theoretical consonance.
The aim of this work is to develop methods to better understand and interpret the emergent behavior which
is rooted in the value of creating ABMs. Unlike a simple representation, the ABM is what can help us better
understand the underlying dynamics that lead to emergent social phenomena, such as rioting. Instead of
identifying individual factors specific to events, we adopt an approach to compare the population protest
behavior in the ABM. Similar in practice to measuring the characteristic length of the complex shape of an
airfoil (Munson, Young, and Okiishi 2006), the observed behaviors in a social interaction are incorporated
into what can be viewed as a characteristic network, a top down stylistic model of network influence. With
the understanding that models of social influence are highly complex and specific networks, we seek a simple
representation of the system dynamics that is able to discriminate behaviors in different event datasets.
Therefore, this paper addresses the question: Using minimal assumptions on social interactions, can our
proposed characteristic model describe the temporal aspects of collective protest behavior seen in the ABM?
The characteristic model derives from the Decision Making Model (DMM) (West, Turalska, and Grigolini
2014), an approximate model for phase transitions. In this framework, individuals are assumed to be connected, and these individuals imitate each other. Central to the first part of the assumption is that links
representing influence exist between all individuals. This can potentially occur via information propagation
over social media and other latent networks (e.g., Jin et al. 2014). The second part of the assumption follows
from individuals tending to mimic actions and achieve influence via interactions. A theoretical treatment
by Zipf makes similar arguments for seeking least effort with tools closest to one’s disposal (Zipf 1949).
Furthermore, other research posits that social diffusion occurs as a consequence of imitation effects specific
to particular agents (Oliver and Myers 1998). The main feature of the DMM is that it uses a double-well
potential function to model macro-level shifts in collective behavior. The macro-state settles into one of
the two wells, but is subject to random fluctuations that can drive the state over a barrier and into the other
well (e.g., phase transition). Brownian motion is used to model these fluctuations in the present model;
however, other choices include fractional Brownian motion (Mandelbrot and Ness 1968) and fractional diffusion models (Baleanu et al. 2012) where history is a more prevailing factor. In this work, we adopt the
completely connected double-well potential model as a basis of comparison for the duration of protest behavior in a temporal distribution, but we do not specify nodes as individual actors present in reality. Rather,
we treat the nodes as abstract entities that only exist as sources of influence. From this view, the model is a
parameterized generator of collective dynamics - a unit (tuple) of comparison.
2

AGENT-BASED MODEL OF RIOTING

The agent-based model was motivated by riots that broke-out shortly after the 2007 Kenyan presidential
election results were announced. Perceptions of government illegitimacy, long-held grievances, and a history
of political and economic ethnic exclusion led many to believe that election results were rigged. Two months
of violence resulted in 1,100 deaths and up to 350,000 internally displaced people across Kenya (De Smedt
2009). While the violence spread across the country, Kibera, an informal settlement in Kenya’s capital,
became the “epicenter" of the riots in the capital (International Crisis Group 2008).
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Figure 1: Timeseries output for the ABM model for ten simulations. These are the ABM data that we will
fit to a characteristic model.
In order to capture the complexities associated with these riots, the ABM uses insights from the Social
Sciences, the Humanities, and other disciplines focusing on the understanding of human behavior in a socialeconomic context (Diallo et al. 2019). It parallels the method of artificial societies, which extends the
agent metaphor by grounding the rules in research of computational social science (Tolk, Pires, and Cline
2022). Socially capable agents interact within multiple social networks, from family to school and work
relationships to political affiliations. They are situated in a common virtual environment that represents
physical resources and constraints, but that also represents social determinants of interest.
The ABM is based on the geospatial information and activity data of the Kibera population. These interactions are captured in a cognitive model for each agent that assumes specifics regarding individual identity
including social status, emotion, and physical stasis. The cognitive model then generates behavior within a
parameterized environment of other individuals. The details, both theoretically and data-driven, are numerous. The environment alone consists of over 30 parameters of structures, facilities, residents, and households. The interaction strength is measured by the logistic function and distance to other individuals. The
ABM is described in detail in Pires and Crooks (2017).
The degree of model fidelity gives excellent grounding for the known conditions and constraints placed on
the environment. However, we are now interested in the case where we want to compare these models to
known, stylistic approaches, to reduce the number of factors used to describe the model. In other words,
can we describe the detail of the ABM in terms of a much simpler stylistic, but similarly complex model in
terms?
To demonstrate the approach, we use 10 runs of the ABM model at the default initial conditions (Pires and
Crooks 2017). The model output details the percentage of rioting members of the environment in one minute
intervals spanning only daytime hours for the course of approximately one week’s time. The model outputs
are given in Figure 1. Each timeseries shows the ebb and flow of protests. The outcomes display coherent
cyclic activity, but varying levels of protesting member of the population. This is the set of data that we use
to fit the characteristic model described in the next section.
3

CHARACTERISTIC MODEL FRAMEWORK FOR PROTEST BEHAVIOR

Consider a collection of N nodes that represent influential entities, and interactions between nodes are represented by an undirected network G(N, L). The set of links (edges) between nodes is denoted by L, and each
edge i j ∈ L is given a weight wi j ∈ R+ , which represents the local influence between two individual entities.
The simplified characteristic network of the true population is assumed to be a fully connected network with
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uniform edge weights where a set of principal interacting entities have network dynamics representative of
those in the true population. Explicitly, the adjacency matrix A(L) is everywhere nonzero except for the
diagonal (i.e., ai j = w > 0, ∀i j ∈ L s.t. j > i).
Each node i ∈ {1, 2, 3, ..., N} is in state si ∈ {0, 1} indicating non-protest and protest activity, respectively.
For a single node, the probability of protest at each time step is
p p (t) = P(si = 1|t)
pn (t) = P(si = 0|t)

(1)
(2)

where p p (t) is the probability that an individual entity seeks to protest at time t, and pn (t) is the probability
that an entity does not seek to protest at time t. The constraint p p (t) + pn (t) = 1, ∀t follows from the twostate system.
The likelihood of a node protesting in an isolation network (i.e., w = 0) is modeled as a system with
maximum-entropy decay,
d p p (t)
= −g[p p (t) − pn (t)]
dt
d pn (t)
= −g[pn (t) − p p (t)]
dt

(3)
(4)

where g is the rate at which the probabilities exponentially converge to uniform protest likelihood, p p =
pn = 0.5, at equilibrium. As g decreases, the required duration for the probability to reach equilibrium
increases.
Dynamics at the node level induce collective behavior through influence when w > 0. The mean-field
approximation of the probability of the population protesting (and non-protesting) is given by the number
of nodes in state s at any point in time,
Ns =

|{i ∈ N : si = s}|
N

(5)

where | | is the cardinality of the set of nodes in state s ∈ {0, 1}. At the macro-level, the population protest
measure is given by
ξ (t) = N1 − N0
(6)
where ξ (t) 7→ [−1, 1] measures the population propensity to protest at time t. When ξ = 1 (ξ = −1), all
nodes are in a protest (non-protest) state, and ξ = 0 indicates that the node population is equally divided
between the two states. Convergence rates, g1 and g0 , of the fully connected network are given by
g1 = gew[N1 −N0 ] = gewξ
g0 =

gew[N0 −N1 ]

−wξ

= ge

(7)
(8)

where g is the base convergence rate defined previously. The parameter g1 is the global influence toward
protesting, s = 1, which depends on the relative difference of the population sizes in each state. In other
words, the greater the size of the protesting population in comparison to the population not protesting, the
more pressure toward protesting. Similarly, g0 is the global influence toward not protesting, s = 0. Taking
the time derivative of the mean-field approximation of Eq. 6 and substituting in Eqs. 8 and 7, yields the
following stochastic Langevin equation
dξ
= −g(ewξ + e−wξ )ξ + g(ewξ − e−wξ ) +ε
|
{z
}
dt
− dV
dξ

(9)
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where the term ε ∼ N (0, σ ) is a random time independent fluctuation with an amplitude that varies with
the population count, i.e., σ ∝ N1 . As N → ∞, the fluctuations have less strength, and the effect of individual
node fluctuations are dampened in a larger population.
Integrating

dV
dξ

with respect to ξ yields the potential function,


2g
w+1
V (ξ ) =
ξ sinh wξ −
cosh wξ
w
w

(10)

which is representative of the effort required to shift ξ (t) from one steady state of protest behavior to
another. When w ≤ 1, the potential function has one minimum at ξ = 0, and ⟨ξ ⟩t→∞ = 0. A bifurcation
occurs at w = 1 where the local influence of neighboring nodes results in collective behavior (consensus) and
population level indifference becomes unstable. When w > 1, the potential function becomes a double-well
with a local maximum at ξ = 0 and two minima equidistant from the origin as shown in Fig. 2. The local
maximum forms a state transition barrier of height bw,g > 0, and the expected state value approaches the
minimum ⟨ξ ⟩t→∞ = ±dw,g , where dw,g > 0 is a distance measure from the origin. Movement between wells
results from random fluctuations, ε, which have a magnitude inversely proportional to N. The collective
behavior, ξ , could either be to protest or not depending on which well the trajectory settles in as shown by
Fig. 2. The distribution of durations for each type of collective behavior is fully described by the parameters,
N, g, and w. General properties of the double-well model can be found in West, Turalska, and Grigolinni
(2014).
barrier crossing

V( ξ )

non-protest
minimum

protest
minimum

bw,g

dw,g
0

ξ

Figure 2: The potential function guides the population protest measure to one of the minima, and random
fluctuations disturb this action. The probability of transferring between states depends on the strength of the
fluctuations, barrier height bw,g and well distance dw,g .
Given the transition dynamics in Eq. 9 and the potential in Eq. 10, the probability, p(ξ ,t), of the population
being in ξ at time t is


∂ p(ξ ,t)
∂
dV (ξ ,t)
σ2 ∂2p
=−
−p(ξ ,t)
+
(11)
∂t
∂ξ
dξ
2 ∂ξ2
where σ = Nβ and β > 0 is a constant. The macro-state likelihood after a phase transition is the solution
to Eq. 11 with initial condition ξ = 0. Integrating over the spatial domain gives the duration probability of
remaining in a particular well,
Z

Γ(t) = P(t < 0|ξ (0) = 0) =

p(ξ ,t)dξ
Ω

(12)
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where ξ (0) is the first crossing time, p(ξ ,t) is the Fokker-Planck solution, Ω is the spatial domain of one
well, and the initial and boundary conditions for Eq. 11 are given by
p(ξ , 0) = δ (0)
p(0,t) = 0
p(ξ > c,t) = 0

(13)
(14)
(15)

and c > 1 is some constant. The result is a library of candidate distributions obtained by varying the parameters g, w, N, and numerically integrating Eq. 12.
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Figure 3: A diagram of a typical first crossing time distribution. Four regions separate the distribution into
parts A, B, C and D. Region A occurs just after transition. The shorter this region, the more likely it is to see
a repeated transition. Region B displays power law effects. Region C is Kramer’s shoulder for tail effects.
Region D is marked by an exponential truncation in probability.
A typical survival probability distribution produced by the model is shown in Fig. 3. It consists of four
regions. Region A is marked by an initial latency before a major transition is likely to occur again. Shorter
temporal spans of this region incur more of the “Joseph Effect” (Mandelbrot and Hudson 2006), or more
transitions occurring after a recent occurrence. Region B has a characteristic power law decay with respect
to expected duration. In terms of staying in a particular well, this region has a “Matthew Effect” (Merton
1968) due to the increasing likelihood of not switching as the duration increases. Region C is a Kramer’s
shoulder (Kramers 1940) marked by low probability tail events, the “Noah Effect” (Mandelbrot and Hudson
2006) or sudden changes after prolonged periods of no switching. Lastly, Region D is an exponential decay
in probability that acts as a barrier to switching. At this point of prolonged duration, the macro-state will
have already switched or likely never will.
3.1 Solving the Fokker-Planck Equation
Although well known, we present our approach to solving explicitly for replication. The characteristic
model assumes that the evolution of the state trajectory follows
dξ (t)
dV (ξ ) 1
=−
+ dBt
dt
dξ
N

(16)

where ε has been replaced by the Wiener differential. The Fokker-Planck solution identifies the probability,
p(ξ ,t), that a trajectory will be in a particular state at time t, given an infinite ensemble of trajectories,
ξ (·) ∈ Ξ̂. Given Eq. 16 and using the Komolgorov forward probability for Itō integrals results in the Fokker-
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Planck equation for the macro-level protest measure


∂ p(ξ ,t)
∂
dV (ξ ,t)
σ2 ∂2p
(17)
=−
−p(ξ ,t)
+
∂t
∂ξ
dξ
2 ∂ξ2
q
where σ = Nβ and β > 0 is a constant. The first partial derivative on the right side of the equation is
2

2

a drift in the probability governed by the double-well potential function. The second term, σ2 ∂∂ ξ p2 , is the
probability diffusion resulting from the random fluctuations. Solving this partial differential equation (PDE)
yields the probability of the value of the protest measure at a specific time t. Absorbing boundary conditions,
p(ξa ) = p(ξb ) = 0, are placed on the closed interval, [ξa , ξb ] ⊂ R. These conditions indicate that probability
is removed when a boundary state is reached. The initial condition is prescribed as p0 = p(ξ ,t0 ).
Possible solution methods for Eq. 17 include finite differences or finite elements (e.g., Pichler, Masud, and
Bergman 2011). The robust and simple finite difference scheme employed here uses Runge-Kutta differencing for the temporal dimension and central differences for the spatial dimension. The spatial differences
used for the numerical solution are given as
dV j p j+1 − p j−1
d 2V j
∂ pj
pj +
=
2
∂t
dξ
dξ
2∆ξ
2
σ p j+1 + p j−1 − 2p j
+
+ O(∆ξ 2 )
2
∆ξ 2

(18)

where j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , J} is a uniform spatial lattice index with increments ∆ξ . The notation in the above
equation is shortened so that p j = p(ξ j ,t), V j = V (ξ j ,t). Solving over a discrete lattice using Eq. 18
requires the initial condition in Eq. 13 to be relaxed to
p(ξ , 0) = N (0, α)

(19)

where the parameter α ≫ ∆ξ must be sufficiently large to ensure a good numerical approximation. Eq. 18 is
solved using the Scipy (Virtanen, Gommers, Oliphant, et al. 2020) package real-valued variable-coefficient
ordinary differential equation solver (“vode”) and backward differentiation formulas (“bdf”). A solver order
of 15 is adequate for maintaining solver stability with parameter combinations resulting in stiff systems.
Conditions where stiffness becomes a problem occur when the probability flow becomes trapped in a steep
well with small escape probability.
3.2 Sampling Methods
We determine the empirical survival probability distribution (SPD) from the ABM, Γ̂(t), using the protest
time series shown in Figure 1. We perform the analysis using an hour time resolution. The hourly time
series of the number of protest events from the ABM is represented by
ek 7→ Z+ , k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , K}

(20)

where k = 0 corresponds to the first hour and k = K corresponds to the last hour in the data. Protest states
occur when
x̂(k) = 1(ek > α)
(21)
where 1(·) is the indicator function and α is a threshold for protests. Therefore, ξ (t) > 0 when x̂(k) = 1,
and ξ (t) < 0 when x̂(k) = 0.
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The choice of α is purely definition and directly effects the protest sampling. Essentially, the α threshold
defines when the population is in the macro-level protest state and when it is not. This is a tough decision,
in general, because a protest is hard to define a priori and difficult to assign to a number. In other words, one
knows a protest only after it occurs. Therefore, we adopt the approach of scaling the protest threshold value
in 0.001% population increments over the range [0.001, 0.01]. We will see in the results section how the fit
to the characteristic model changes with the choice of threshold.
The difference of x̂(k) estimates the barrier crossings when ξ = 0, as depicted in Fig. 4. The transition
indicator function is given by
δ̂ ξ (k) = 1 (x̂(k + 1) − x̂(k))
(22)
which indicates that at time interval, k, the macro-state experienced a transition. The sequence,
k∗j = {k, δ̂ ξ (k) = 1}, j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , J}

(23)

identifies transitions for all temporal durations of a particular time series containing J transitions. The time
duration for a given transition is
δ̂t( j) = k∗j+1 − k∗j
(24)
for a particular transition time, k∗j . Here, δ̂t( j) is a random variable. The measured SPD, Γ̂(t), is the
complementary cumulative probability function
Γ̂(t) = P(τ > t|ξ (τ) = 0, ξ (t0 ) = 0,t0 < t).

(25)

To produce the SPD, the normalized probability distribution function is given by the Kaplan-Meier estimator,
#
"
∑Jj=0 1ω (δ̂t( j))
,ω ∈ N
(26)
Γ̂(t) = ∏ 1 −
J − ∑Jj=0 1<ω (δ̂t( j))
ω<t
In practice, the first data point (first product), will not be known due to resolution constraints which affects
the overall normalization of the empirical distribution. Therefore, we normalized the SPD to match the area
under the curve of the candidate theoretical distributions.

Figure 4: Sampling methodology. This example protest time series signal, x̂(k), is used to identify transition
durations, δ tˆ, for each run of the ABM. A value of 1 indicates a protest occurred on that date.

4

ANALYSIS & RESULTS

The protest duration results of the ABM riot model and the theoretical results of the characteristic model
are compared using point-wise distance errors at each point of the measured distribution. Example fits are
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Figure 5: Distribution matching from the ABM to the Characteristic Model. Two examples of fitting are
shown. Examples chosen to show difference in distribution type. The former is more characteristic of individual network coherence; the latter displays more group dynamics and well activity. Both have relatively
low time constants.

(a) Population Parameter, N

(b) Well Height Parameter, w

(c) Time Constant Parameter, g

Figure 6: Parameter distributions realized from each of the ABM iterations.
displayed in Figure 5. The method of comparison was to choose a set of parameters for the theoretical
distribution and use a nearest neighbor approach to select the parameters.
Fits were performed for every threshold of the ABM riot model in the range [.001, .01] in .001% increments.
As the the thresholds increased to > .005% rioting population, we found that there were many protest durations that did not have a nearest neighbor to a characteristic model. This is because the survival probability
distribution was concentrated on either 0 or indefinite durations - outside of the parameter sweep performed
by the characteristic model. These extremes are removed, because they are not ordinarily captured by this
type of characteristic model and don’t provide much useful durational information. The parameters g, w,
and N are displayed in Figure 6.
From the resolved parameters, we can make a number of different observations about the duration dynamics of the protest model. First, the parameters tend to favor the lower ends of the spectrum for both the
population number and time constant. This indicates that relative to the characteristic model, the individual
interactions leading to the population states occur relatively slowly compared to the fully connected model.
The population parameter is quite small as well, indicating that the macro-state tends to exhibit behavior
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associated with a single decision maker versus a group. However, in the lower threshold region, we see
more variation and increases in these two parameters. This is likely a result of the very low threshold for
macro-state changes.
Second, we see that the well height parameter varies comparatively more over all riot thresholds. The well
height parameter is a direct adjustment on the relative difficulty for crossing from one well to the other. In
comparison to the characteristic model, the ABM is displaying more variation with each run with respect
to this parameter. This is an important distinction because it shows that the initial conditions of the model
and the interactions therein can result in different population outcomes displaying more or less difficulty for
population level transitions.
Overall, the parameters corresponding to the characteristic model are of descriptive value. The many parameters of the agent-based model are condensed into three parameters that directly correspond to the
population-level transition probability from protest to non-protest states. With this, similarities and differences among the agent-based model results are reflected. However, it remains to show whether there is
any predictive value in the technique, such as that seen in methods of factor analysis.
5

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

In this paper, we discuss a method whereby simulation outcomes produced by an agent-based modeling
approach to studying rioting within a population is parameterized by a simpler characteristic and stylistic
reference model. The purpose for undergoing this exercise is to reduce the burden of description of a given
model to fewer parameters to enable comparisons to dynamics of interest. Presently, we have described the
process and demonstrated how this can be done for the case of protest duration. Additionally, we show how
the realized parameters can vary not only with the model instantiations, but with the exogenous requirements
imposed at application time.
One major question that remains is one regarding the use of the characteristic model to make predictions
regarding complex outcomes. Although useful from a descriptive point of view, the additional step that
needs to be taken is to explore the ability of the parameters to serve as useful predictors and the amount of
information needed to generate the predictors. Similar to methods of factor analysis, useful predictors based
on a characteristic model can be used to greatly simplify subsequent actions or forecasts made.
Another area of future evaluation involves enhancing the ABM. One focus would be incorporating what
can be learned from other simulations with similar measures determined by the characteristic model. This
technique could also find possible use in policy evaluation by further capturing methods of the artificial
societies. This would allow us to gain additional insights into the complexity of the modeling and simulation
challenge to better trace the impact of policies impacting and affected by protest occurrences.
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